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The Tower of Hanoi

Season 3

Episode 18

Time frame 2 periods

Prerequisites : Introdution to proof by indution.
Objectives :

• Understand the usefulness of indution in algorithms.
Materials :

• Cardboard towers of Hanoi.
• Beamer.
• Wooden tower of Hanoi.
1 – Find the shortest number of moves for n ∈ {2, 3, 4}. 25 minsStudest work in pairs or groups of three to �nd a way to move the tower to its destination. Number ofmoves are ompared.
2 – Study the movements 30 minsAnswer to the following questions :

• Where to move the �rst disk ?
• Is it possible to desribe a simple algorithm solving the puzzle ?
• What is the lowest possible number of moves for a n disks tower ?
3 – The formula for n disks 35 minsProve the general formula for the number of moves for the n disks tower. Then, use it to answer thequestion from the legend : when will the end of the world take plae ?
4 – Graph representation 20 minsThe graph of all possible moves is shown for n = 2, n = 3 and n = 4. Relation with the Sierpinski triangleis noted.



The Tower of Hanoi
Season 3

Episode 18

Document LessonThe puzzle was invented by the Frenh mathematiian Édouard Luas in 1883. It's based on a Vietnameseor Indian legend about a temple whih ontained a large room with three time-worn posts in it surroundedby 64 golden disks. The priests of Brahma, ating out the ommand of an anient prophey, have beenmoving these disks from the �rst post to the third, in aordane with the following rules :
• Only one disk may be moved at a time.
• Eah move onsists of taking the upper disk from one of the posts and sliding it onto another post, ontop of the other disks that may already be present on that post.
• No disk may be plaed on top of a smaller disk.Aording to the legend, when the last move of the puzzle is ompleted, the world will end. It is not learwhether Luas invented this legend or was inspired by it.

Simple solution to the puzzleThe following proedure yields the lowest possible number of moves to move any number of disks fromthe �rst post to the third.If the number of disks is odd, start by moving the smallest disk to the destination post. If thenumber of disks is even, start by moving the smallest disk to the intermediary post.Then, alternate moves between the smallest piee and a non-smallest piee. When movingthe smallest piee, always move it in the same diretion (either to the left or to the right,aording to your �rst move, but be onsistent). If there is no tower in the hosen diretion,move it to the opposite end. When the turn is to move the non-smallest piee, there is onlyone legal move.
The lowest number of moves

Theorem 1

The lowest number of moves necessary to move a n disks tower is 2n − 1.Proof. Let's prove this result by indution.Basis : First, onsider the 1-disk situation. Then, the lowest number of moves is obviously 1 = 21 − 1,so the property is true.Indutive step : Then, suppose that we have proved the lowest number of moves needed to move a
k disks tower is 2k−, for a natural number k. Let's look at the k + 1 disks tower. To move it tothe destination post, we must �rst move the k disks at the top of the tower to the intermediarypost, then move the largest disk to the destination post, then move the k disks tower from theintermediary post to the destination post. Aording to our indution hypothesis, the total numberof moves for this proedure is

(2k − 1) + 1 + (2k − 1) = 2× 2k − 1 = 2k+1 − 1.So the property is true for the k + 1 disks tower.Conlusion : Sine both the basis and the indutive step have been proved, it has now been proved bymathematial indution that the property holds for all natural n.
�

The end of the worldIf the legend were true, and if the priests were able to move disks at a rate of one per seond, using thesmallest number of moves, it would take them 264 − 1 seonds or roughly 600 billion years to move thewhole tower.
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